
2108 – Sixpenny Brewery – 12/05/19 

Hares are Cream Crackered, Milky Bar Kid, Snorkel and Fishfingers. 
 
Was bringing some courgette plants in for Navigator, so I thought I might get rid of a few more, 
as in a dozen. Didn’t make it to the sign on sheet before all the plants were accounted for. It was 
like a velociraptor attack. 
 
Hare report was there is a potential for a longish run, with a theoretical short cut for wimps. 
Snorkle is bigging the trail up, highlighting a completely new zone to run, all fresh and squeaky 
clean, squeaky clean! 
 
We jog off east along the “run in” from last time. K9 and Spotted Dick take point. On a bright 
sunny day the dust is hard to see, and added with quite a few “checks” I seem to be getting the 
decision making wrong, result I am constantly hearing “on back”. So it takes me five false trails 
before we find the youngling of the group beating Carolyn up to be first on a wood swing. I make 
do with sharing the seesaw with ratty. Cum-Lately, and a boy in blue, don’t stop, so we give 
chase until we hit a road and have a regroup beneath a banana tree. 
 
Quick look at the plants on offer at the attached house, decide that I haven’t got £8 for a baby 
banana plant, and I don’t want to carry it for a couple of miles so its into the woods. 
 
Nice little paddle through a stream with K9 and Carolyn whilst the other wimps use the bridge. 
We get to a left turn that has an “S” arrow, and an “L” arrow pointing the same way. Logically that 
means we all go the same way. Snorkle has some surreal reason why he did this, but I gave up 
listening. A few 100m later we find the split point for short cutters, Ratty and Bianca you know 
who you are. Keeping to the full trail we encounter a fallen beech tree, not some sapling, but a 
huge humungous behemoth so its photo time. After a lot of scrabbling by us oldies we line up on 
top of this fallen piece of nature. Not a good move, vertigo is trying to kick in, we is high, didn’t I 
say this tree was big! Not a problem for Fishfinger, as she plays the new hip joint card, at least 
she can take the pictures. Strange boy in blue takes a log as a memento whilst leaving his water 
bottle behind.  
 
Back to a down hill track into Cranborne, and then uphill into a flowering rape field which we 
follow back to the brewery. 
 
So, sunny, hard to find dust, ankle breaking tracks again, swings, banana tree, river crossing, 
broken tree, not enough tarmac, good beer and cheese burgers. 
 
So what did you think? 
On On 

 


